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Remember to always consult your physician or health care provider before starting, stopping, or altering a treatment or
health care regimen. I do not recommend this horrible drug to anybody. Anyway I will probably increase dose to mg but
I am not noticing any positive benefits with This information is for educational purposes only, and not meant to provide
medical advice, treatment, or diagnosis. I occasionally tried the generic Bupropion because of the price and it was
consistently never effective no matter how much I wanted it to work. Also, I've experienced terrible stomach and
intestinal pains that come on within an hour of taking my once a day dose. I've decided to stop taking it and am hoping
for a smooth transition off. You can browse Drugs A-Z for a specific prescription or over-the-counter drug or look up
drugs based on your specific condition. I am taking it to he Report. I also take lamictal mg, armodafinil wakalert and I
supplement with kratom and occasionally take adrenal health vitamins. But exellent as a Prozac buffer. Little things no
longer seem overwhelming, and everything in my life has gotten better. I did quit smoking for a year which would have
been fantastic it I had maintained it. Do not include any personal information or links in your review. The Wellbutrin
and reducing caffeine helps the restless leg at night. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information provided
by on this page is accurate, up-to-date, and complete, but no guarantee is made to that effect.Reviews and ratings for
bupropion. reviews submitted Wellbutrin XL (bupropion) for Depression: "I started taking mg, felt nothing, no
improviment nor side effects. On the third week the .. For Sexual Dysfunction, SSRI Induced: "I started taking generic
bupropion twice a day in middle of October. I've been ?83 reviews ?Bupropion User Reviews for ?8 reviews ?76
reviews. For Depression "I recently switched from Wellbutrin XL to the generic form Budeprion XL to save money.
After several weeks I realized the medication wasn't working like Wellbutrin XL. I'm all for generics usually, but in this
case, the generic drug doesn't work.". Reviews and ratings for wellbutrin xl. reviews submitted with a average score. Feb
11, - In the past I have taken both brand name and generic Wellbutrin XL and noticed a significant difference. I've tried
From reading literally hundreds of comments about the differences between various Wellbutrin generics, the
overwhelming consensus is that Sandoz and Mylan get the best reviews. I've tried What is the difference between
Wellbutrin and its. Jul 17, - I have been taking Budeprion XL mg for three months instead of Wellbutrin XL mg. I find
that I am easily upset and cry very easily. Sometimes I feel aggressive. I also have short, stabbing pains in my head.
Taking the brand-name drug (Wellbutrin) helped me feel the best I have felt in twenty. Below are Wellbutrin XL
(Bupropion) reviews, ratings, comments submitted by patients and caregivers. Wellbutrin XL review by 44 year old
female patient .. I was given a generic version for about a month and I believe the pills were expired or tainted because
the smelled rancid and my behavior patterns went haywire! Advice & Tips: If you are taking the generic extended
release make sure it is not dose dumping - releasing too much medicine at once causing side effects. My MS doctor,
PCP, and I thought I was in menopause with all the hot flashes and fevers of ! Even kept going in to see if I had a UTI
bc of the fevers! What a waste of. Reviewed Wellbutrin XLon 2/21/Doesn't make me happy like a magic pill but helps
me get out of bed and makes me more functional. Made me very anxious the first few weeks but it passed, glad i pushed
through the first weeks. Woman. A few months. Would rather not say. Not worth it. Didn't work. Big hassle. For years I
had great results with Wellbutrin XL. I occasionally tried the generic Bupropion because of the price and it was
consistently never effective no matter how much I wanted it to work. Ultimately, I had to abandon the medication. I
wish I could get affordable Wellbutrin XL because I would switch back in a heartbeat! My doctor will not prescribe
generic Wellbutrin XL but my insurance will no longer pay for brand name drugs. I will have to pay about $ per yer for
what I am taking now (3 of the mg Wellbutrin XL brand name per day). I am reading that the problem with the generics
is the time release mechanis.
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